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Hidden Ray (Skarsgård), Claire (Riseborough) and their seven-year-old
daughter, Zoe, are an average American family in Kingsville, North Carolina except they have existed in a bomb shelter since escaping a day of
devastation that changed everything. For 301 days, they have transformed
their cement prison into a home, holding on to memories of the past and
hope for a normal life someday. And for 301 days, the family has eluded what
looms above the surface - the heavy breathing and booming footsteps that
punctuate the night, threatening their fragile existence. All the while, the
family has managed to stay hidden. Until now. Now their safe haven has been
breached... and something is coming for them. Warner
Dumb It Down Over the years, mainstream media and pop culture created a
stigma that looks down upon being intelligent. In today's society, "being cool"
is actually the opposite of being intelligent, and essentially certain
entertainers "dumb down" their intelligence for ratings and record sales.
Dumb It Down exposes the entertainment industry for forcing prominent
African American celebrities to tone down their intelligence in order to
maintain relevance. Cinedigm
Red vs Blue Season 13 The Sim-troopers of Blood Gulch have seen their fair
share of insanity over the years, but they've never faced anything quite like
this. Stranded on the planet Chorus, the Reds and Blues must convince two
enemy armies to join forces or suffer complete annihilation at the hands of a
bloodthirsty war lord. As the final installment in the critically acclaimed
Chorus Trilogy, Red Vs. Blue: Season 13 is as hilarious as it is thrilling. Between
deadly mercenaries, alien artifacts and old rivalries, our hapless heroes are in
for the fight of their lives in the longest running sci-fi/comedy series in
American history. Stars Geoff Ramsey, Gus Sorola, Dan Godwin, Matt Hullum
Cinedigm
Tut Thrust into power after the murder of his father, King Tutankhamun is
forced to marry his strong-willed, ambitious sister in order to maintain the
dynasty. In love with a commoner, he struggles to protect her from the jealous
queen. And although Tut rules as Pharaoh, he is exploited by a shrewd Grand
Vizier, a ruthless military General and a scheming High Priest who look down
on him as someone they can control. But through unexpected twists and
turns, Tut strives to overcome the odds, rising from a manipulated prince into
an unlikely hero who triumphs over his enemies both from within and
without leading his kingdom to glory. Paramount
Bon Voyage, Charlie Brown (And Don't Come Back) Grab your passport and
pack your bags... Bon Voyage, Charlie Brown (and don't come back!!) takes the
Peanuts gang on their first international jaunt. Charlie Brown, Linus,
Peppermint Patty and Marci are chosen as - you guessed it! - exchange
students, destined to spend two weeks in France. Of course, Snoopy and
Woodstock join the French odyssey, which turns out to be a combination of
mystery, intrigue, and romance coupled with the usual misadventures that
seem to follow Charlie Brown wherever he goes! Paramount
The American Dreamer Dennis Hopper, who has been seen onscreen in small
roles from the mid-50s, hit paydirt in Easy Rider, released in 1969. Aimed at the
audience that attended Easy Rider, American Dreamer is a documentary
biography of Dennis Hopper. While this film is intended to look like it used
cameras so ubiquitous that their subject has forgotten them (enabling them
to reveal the "real life" of their subject), at no point does Mr. Hopper fail to take
them into account. Nonetheless, a good deal of at least historical interest is
shown, including an expression of his philosophy of life at the time, and one
encounter in which he brings a fuzzy-minded young woman back down to
earth with a thud. Etiquette Pictures
Northern Limit Line As the people of South Korea are whipped into a frenzy
for a World Cup match, North Korea attacks one of their patrolling boats on
the disputed Northern Limit border at sea, sparking the Second Battle of
Yeonpyeong in 2002 in this war docudrama from director Kim Hak-soon, and
featuring interviews with survivors from the battle Well Go
Escobar Paradise Lost stars Josh Hutcherson as Nick, an American who opens
a surf shop in Colombia. Nick begins dating a young woman, who turns out to
be the niece of the feared and powerful drug lord Pablo Escobar (Benicio Del
Toro). When Nick gets involved in a feud with a rival store, Escobar puts a
definitive end to the dispute, and soon the young man finds himself drawn
into Escobar's world of crime, power, and hedonism. Eventually, he must
decide what he is willing to do in order to keep this new lifestyle. Starz/Anchor
Bay
Nocturna It's Christmas in New Orleans and children are mysteriously
disappearing, vanishing without a trace. Detectives find a young girl in the
swamps and she leads them to the den of her captors... a group of merciless
vampires who feed on the blood of children. Millennium
Kindness is Contagious What is "nice"? This collection of interviews,
interspersed with new behavioral science about the social benefits of
kindness, offers proof that being nice is actually good for us. Kindness Is
Contagious is a feel-good documentary by David Gaz, narrated by Catherine
Ryan Hyde, the best selling author of the novel (and film) Pay It Forward. It's a
film all about being nice and the benefits of being nice. Kindness Is
Contagious profiles cutting-edge scientists and best-selling authors from
Berkeley to Harvard and everywhere in between as well as real life people
from all walks of life whose lives illustrate their incredible discovery. Cinedigm
People Places Things Jim Strouse's People, Places, Things stars Jermaine
Clement as Will Henry, a graphic novelist whose life is spiraling downward. He
discovers his wife is cheating on him, which leads to her demanding a divorce.
He's soon forced to move out of his home, and he has limited access to his
children. Forced to take a job teaching, Will's work takes on darker and darker
themes. However, one day a student challenges Will to experience new things,
and soon the troubled artist finds that opening himself up has a positive
effect on his life and his work. Millennium
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Terminator Genisys (Nov. 10) New Mission, New Threat, New Fate. "Arnold is
back and better than ever" (Shawn Edwards, WDAP-FOX) in this explosive new
chapter of the blockbuster Terminator franchise. In the war of man against
machine, Kyle Reese (Jai Courtney, The Divergent Series) is sent back to 1984
by resistance leader John Connor (Jason Clarke, Everest) to protect his young
mother, Sarah Connor (Emilia Clarke, Game of Thrones). However, this time
unexpected events have altered the past and threaten the future for all
mankind. Now Reese must join forces with Sarah and her "Guardian" (Arnold
Schwarzenegger) to save the world and stop the next evolution of
Terminators in "one of the best action movies of the year. Warner
Happyish Season One At 44, Thom Payne finds his world in disarray. At home
he suspects his erectile dysfunction pills are interfering with his
antidepressants. And at work he now answers to a 25-year-old with a Digital
Age vocabulary. Is he in need of "rebranding," or does he just have a "low joy
ceiling"? Bitingly funny and raw, HAPPYish features a stellar cast led by Steve
Coogan, Kathryn Hahn and Bradley Whitford. Showtime
Mi Corazon ES TUYO Fernando Lascurain is a wealthy businessman and
recent widower, attempting to raise his seven unruly children. He seeks the
assistance of a new nanny. He hires and falls in love with Ana Leal, a struggling
exotic dancer who tries to hide her double life. Although Ana lacks experience
and a refined education, she quickly bonds with the Lascurain children. Ana
dreams of being a mother, but when her home is destroyed following an
accident, she must borrow money from her ruthless boss at "Chicago", the
night club where she is secretly employed. When Fernando simultaneously
falls for Ana and Isabela, an economist and sophisticated woman who is
trained by her mother to marry a millionaire, he must choose between both
women. Cinedigm
The Avenging Fist The Future is Here. All Weapons are Outlawed. The
superhuman potential of the human brain has been unlocked by the Police
force via a secret weapon: the Power Glove. Only those in positions of
authority are allowed to wield the Glove, but Combat 21 (Roy Cheung), one of
the few remaining survivors of the Glove's human experiments, mounts an
evil plan to capture the world's best fighters and steal their psychic energy for
himself and his Red Dragon army. Inspector Dark (Sammo Hung), also a
survivor, has one last hope: to convince Nova (Lee-Hom Wang), his sister Belle
(Kristy Yang), adopted brother Jazz (Kar Lok Chin), and virtual combat
champ-turned-bartender iron Surfer (Stephen Fung) to join the fight and
embrace the destiny left behind by their father (Yuen Biao). Well Go
Bossip Comedy Series Part 2 This release features the second installment of
the "bossip Comedy Series with performances by Michael Colyar, K. Douglas
Tatum, Tone X and Tommy Ford. Highlighting the funniest trends throughout
the blogosphere, the Bossip Comedy Series merges sketch comedy, stand-up,
and social commentary in a hysterical and brass showcase. This two-part
series is innovative, fresh and at the same time pays homage to the
multi-formatted comedy shows we grew up on and adored. The Bossip
headquarters is where all the magic happens and where the offbeat staff
members bring to life Bossip's hottest topics through skits. The staff navigate
through interoffice relationships and satirical debates on pop culture all while
planning the rip-roaring comedy show featuring the industry's brightest and
best. Cinedigm
Storybook Collection: 20 Holiday Adventures Scholastic Classics, a new
value line, continues with a Holiday Adventures release packed with 20 tales
perfect for kids and families who love to watch classic storybooks come to life!
The full list of stories includes: The Night Before Christmas, Max's Christmas,
Merry Christmas, Splat, Morris's Disappearing Bag, Merry Christmas, Space
Case, Bear Snores On, Noah's Ark, Too Many Tamales, Lemonade in Winter, The
Snowy Day, Fletcher and the Snowflake Christmas, In the Month of Kislev, Little
Drummer Boy, Seven Candles for Kwanzaa, Great Joy!, Antarctic Antics, Giving
Thanks, Bear Has a Story to Tell, The Clown of God, and Brave Irene Cinedigm
Best Christmas Party Ever Jennie, an up-and-coming event planner, is
disappointed to find out that her boss intends to hand her business over to
her nephew. Nick, instead of Jennie. Tensions run high when Jennie is forced
to train Nick and plan the biggest party of the holiday season. As Christmas
Eve approaches, will Jennie and Nick find a way to work together to make the
Christmas party a success? Will Jennie open her heart to find love in time for
the holiday? Hallmark
Christmas at Cartwright's With the holiday season at hand, single mom
Nicky is unemployed and struggling to afford a nice Christmas with her young
daughter. But her luck seems to change when an angel helps her get a job as a
department store Santa Claus and she meets the love of her life. The only
problem is that no one knows the store's Santa Claus is a woman. Can Nicky
keep her secret long enough to keep her job and her new love? Hallmark
Elf: Buddy's Musical Christmas This holiday season, fall in love with Buddy the
Elf all over again. Based on the popular film and the hit Broadway musical, this
charming, whimsy-filled special is brought to you by a stellar cast. Voice
talents include four-time Emmy Award winner Jim Parsons(The Big Bang
Theory), Ed asner, Mark Hamill, Kate Micucci, Jay Leno and Gilbert Gottfried.
When Buddy discovers his true identity, he sets off in search of his father in
New York City. That's when the real adventure begins. Laugh and sing along as
Buddy and his new friends bring the spirit of Christmas back to the Big Apple.
Warner
The Golden Cane Warrior The Golden Cane: a relic of incomparable force,
coveted by all. And with it, the training of a technique so unrivaled, it
vanquishes all who dare oppose its power. As Master Cempaka and her four
disciples - orphans of her enemies, now heirs to the Can - prepare for the new
warrior guardian to ascend, an act of villainous betrayal threatens to destroy
the clan and destabilize the realm. Their only hope to restore order lies in
finding the elusive White Dragon, the only remaining pupil still equipped to
unlock the mysteries of the Golden Crane. Well Go

